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Nothing of this archive now exists. Even when it existed it didn't exist. All that remains is a set of
photographic representa�ons and a claim on narra�ve from which one could poten�ally derive
an ontology.

It all started as a quantum conceit which I now consider as wholly misplaced. The tempta�on is
to erase any evidence that I was ever deceived but one can never move on unless honest about
one's delusions.

I was gi�ed a studio in Central London; a former science room in an old school da�ng from the
late 1800's. It was natural that I looked around at the science philosophies within my immediate
context. At that �me astronomy was becoming the subject of entry-ism by the quantum
mechanics (QM) fraternity. For 60 years that Field had been looking for a home wherein it could
perceive itself to be relevant - but without success.

Who knows how the Big Bang theory (of the origin of the Universe) came to gain trac�on in the
lexicon of human understanding - but it did. And, as it ini�ally encompassed an infinitely small
Universe, it beckoned to those who theorised at this scale. There were now no longer
astronomers but astro-physicists. This opened the doors to the laurels of a Nobel Prize;
something that, as mere astronomers, they could never previously a�ain.

The Tao Tie Ensemble: Photographed in the ballet room beneath my studio



And so these objects came to be.

The first thing you no�ce is the top down cross sec�on. This is what is called a 'vesica piscis' or
fish shape. This is based on the idea of what in QM is called a virtual par�cle. In this instance, it
(and its an�-par�cle) appear from, and disappear into, the vacuum.

Richard Feynman generated a series of diagrams called ‘gauge diagrams’ to more easily visualize
these events.

Right:

Gauge diagram of a virtual
electron-positron pair

‘Tao Tie 1 (1982) 150 cms tall

Showing the aluminium �les, diffrac�on foil
sparkles and carved wooden structural
supports



‘Tao Tie 2 (1982) 150 cms tall

Showing the aluminium �les, diffrac�on foil squares.
The pa�ern is arranged in a 3/4 rhythm

This is the origin of the term 'Zero Point' energy but, as you can see, it has no rela�on to everyday,
nor indeed any, ra�onal mechanics. It is essen�ally nothingness exemplified by maths. And
nothing like this has ever been observed.

Leaving that aside the next undertaking is to imagine what that par�cle/an�-par�cle existence
would look like. At the �me I made these artworks in the early 1980's the fashion was to engage
in hologram art. This was hugely expensive at the �me but luckily there were low cost op�ons.

These sculptures were made out of plywood under tension but then covered in a mosaic of �les
made from card backed textured kitchen foil. In ‘Tao Tie 1’ the foil was typed in ones's and zero's
to emulate the then incursion of the digital world that was taking place.

On top of these were placed thin strips of diffrac�on foil which flashed rainbow colours as the
viewer moved around. There were 4,800 of these striped �les and so the mass of the whole
disappeared into this galaxy of sparkles. Incised in the top were chevrons that implied the core
was also made of diffrac�on and the 'feet' were intended to imply it could just walk away if
needed.



Some of the works had 'ladders' of crudely carved wood and painted with colour and silver
highlights. These were derived from the opposing dragon faces of early Chinese po�ery - the Tao
Tie - and kept the curved plywood under tension.

All these sculptures followed the same pa�ern with the vesica piscis and cladding of aluminium
foil and diffrac�on foil. The difference in the following works was that the surface structures were
derived from Islamic pa�erns and the relief on the aluminium panels were generated by pressing
against an acid etched plate and passing through a print-makers roller press. The outlines of the
�les were also included in this process. The card was coated in Cow Gum so that the relief
eleva�on was filled.

Waterloo Studio (1984).

Showing the first 3 Tao Ties
under wraps

Tao Tie 4 under construc�on

‘Tao Tie 3 (1983) 250 cms tall

Showing the aluminium �les, diffrac�on foil inserts.
The pa�ern is arranged in a hexagonal / triangular
rhythmic arrangement.

I did try to make a larger work made from
sec�ons but my �me at the studio came to an
end. I could not store these works in my new
place so they had to be disposed of.
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So; the objects now no longer exist and the concept that under-lied them I no longer adhere to.
They are there in a few photographs and my memory of the work that I did on them.

However, the larger piece (Tao Tie 3) did gain a new lease of life in response to an architectural
compe��on in San Jose, California. I did not win, but the project is now archived with the City
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